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A bs tr act

Historians generally agree that "modern brands" arose in the vertically
integrated corporations of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century and
were used as competitive weapons between like firms. Looking at the
alcoholic beverage trade and drawing on trade press, court reports, newspaper
advertising, business records, and accounts of consumer behaviour, this essay
suggests, on the contrary, that supply chains made up of small firms played
both a significant and an earlier part in the genesis of brands. In these chains,
firms used branding not only to fight direct competitors, but also to discipline
and subordinate other links in the chain over whom they had no direct control
and with whom they had to cooperate.
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Since the publication of The Birth of a Consumer Society, historians have
repeatedly pushed the advent of modern consumer-oriented activities back in
time.1 Marketing, advertising, and retailing have all been traced to the
eighteenth century or before.2 But not brands. Historians generally agree with
Wilkins that modern brands arose in "the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century."3 Wilkins's association between these modern brands and the "largescale modern enterprise" seems to be true almost by definition.4 Brands that
came before languish in the realm of the primitive, conceptually
indistinguishable from those of Greek potters.5 There are exceptions. Koehn
and McKendrick both look back to Josiah Wedgwood (1730-1795).6 Koehn,
however, paints Wedgwood as a proto-modern entrepreneur. This approach
makes her leap from Wedgwood in the late-eighteenth to Heinz in the latenineteenth century relatively seamless, but reveals little about the historical
context in which brands developed. McKendrick is far more sensitive to
historical context, but attending centrally to Wedgwood's (and George
Packwood's) activities, he is like Koehn mostly silent on the development of
branding over time.7 Moreover, for a historian of consumer society,
McKendrick is surprisingly silent about the role of the consumer.8 Overall,
studies that claim to show when modern brands occurred are less forthcoming
about how the transformation from ancient makers' marks was achieved and
who, beyond the entrepreneur, was involved.
This paper proposes that that relatively unexplored gap between
Wedgwood and Heinz, roughly from 1800 to 1880, can actually tell us much
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about the development of modern brands. Looking at brands in alcoholic
beverages in Britain in this period, it argues that these were neither the
brainchild of "entrepreneurial action" nor the product of modern, integrated
firms.9 Rather, they emerged from tensions between small producers,
distributors, and consumers. Alcoholic beverages offer a lens to examine not
simply brands as objects, but also branding as a social practice that developed
over time and involved legal battles, marketing campaigns, supply-chain
tensions, business strategies, and consumer behaviour. As none of these was
determining, the paper, after first outlining the nineteenth-century market for
alcohol, tries to characterize each in turn and highlight their interrelations. It
concludes that if we change the history of brands, we may need to change the
theory. In the disaggregated supply chains of the nineteenth century, firms
used brands differently from they way brands have been used in vertically
integrated corporations. As firms disaggregate once again, this may be a
lesson for the future as well as about the past.

In 1883 an intriguing controversy about brands erupted in the London papers.
A Portuguese bank had sought to dispose of port it had received to settle a
Lisbon bankruptcy in the lucrative London market.10 For this, it had employed
a brash London wine broker Edwards Southard. He in turn employed C.N.
Kopke to prepare the consignment in Lisbon. The Kopke family had worked
in the port trade since the seventeenth century but had sold the firm and its
brands to their English agents in 1870. Southard no doubt assumed that
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Kopke's name would provoke interest in the sale. It certainly provoked the
port trade. In a letter to the paper, Albert Sandeman, head of the leading port
house of the era, protested against Southard's implicit appropriation of the
Kopke brand in his announcement in the Standard. Sandeman insisted that the
"use of such a brand" was "objectionable from every point of view" and
sought to "nip this pernicious system in the bud."11 There followed a
correspondence first in the Standard and then in the Morning Post about how
brands should be used in the port trade, who in the supply chain could
legitimately brand, and whether what Kopke did this once was materially
different from what Sandeman's firm did regularly, associate its name with
wine that it, like most port shippers, did not produce, but bought from
Portuguese farmers and then prepared for export. Sandeman and the other
major port exporters, Southard's supporters pointed out, were neither
producers nor retailers, but classic middlemen who were attacking Southard
simply to defend brands that unjustly "demand a high premium" while
squeezing both ends of the supply chain. The Southard faction denounced the
"tyranny," "farce," and "folly" of such brands. Despite his use of the Kopke
name, Southard claimed to represent "the new order of ideas versus the old ...
free trade versus the monopoly of brands." "Times," he insisted, "are
travelling so fast, that the old landmarks of business are rapidly being effaced
... in future Wine will be sold much more upon its own merits than by the
Brand it bears." On the other side, the heads of his five main competitors
joined Sandeman. They collectively insisted on the enduring integrity of "the
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guarantee offered by a well-known brand" that, as another supporter put it, had
"braved many a difficulty but conquered in the end."12
The issue was taken up in the trade press under headings like "The
True Value of Brands?"13 The debate covered a lot of thoroughly modern
branding issues: whether brands increase competition or extract monopoly
rents, whether they provide useful information or mystify consumers, the
difference between a name and a brand, and under what conditions brands
may be bought, sold, or licensed.14 In particular, the participants argued about
what would happen to brands, given (in Southard's curiously modern phrase)
the "compression of space and time." "I may be visionary," one contributor
wrote, but "the day is going by when brands will count for anything." But
while the future of brands was energetically debated, significantly all involved
took for granted that brands and the complex branding practices under
discussion, far from being new, had had a long past.
That the port trade took a long tradition of branding practices for
granted in 1883 is worth comment. "Wine merchants," a contemporary noted,
"were very conservative," while the wine writer André Simon believed that
"there is no more conservative branch of the wine trade than the Port trade."15
Traditionalists among traditionalists, then, the port factions in the Southard
affair are unlikely to be leading indicators in understanding what one summed
up as the "question of brands or trade marks ... affecting not only the Wine
trade, but commercial relations generally." Rather, in helping understand
brands, the port traders are usefully lagging indicators. What concerned them
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in 1883 had certainly concerned more entrepreneurial firms well before.
Indeed, the more enlightened cognac trade had split over branding back in
1838.16

Representing the old guard, the port trade also offers a useful guide to the
transformation of the sector in Britain in the nineteenth century--or at least
that part of the sector where brands and trademarks were likely to have proved
efficacious.17 In 1801, the port trade exported more wine to Britain than ever
before; as a result Portuguese wines (principally port) commanded an
extraordinary 76 percent of the British wine market.18 Yet the foundations on
which success was built were soon to crumble. English politics had supported
Portuguese wines since 1703, when the Methuen Treaty guaranteed
Portuguese wines cheaper duties than French, and Portuguese politics had led
to strict quality controls on port production from 1756. English taste for
strong wines had also favoured port, which unlike most French wine, is
"fortified" through the addition of brandy. And English prejudice had granted
the wine an important symbolic role: drinking port announced the rejection of
Frenchified, Whiggish ways and identification with Englishness and
particularly Tory, landed interests.19 But trade treaties of 1810 and 1825 began
to unpick Methuen, attacks on fortified wines suggested port was a health
hazard, peace with France weakened its symbolic role, and the aftermath of
Portugal's civil war (1828-1834) emasculated the controls on production. In
1831, French wines achieved equal taxation in Britain, then in the 1860s,
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Cobden's Treaty with France and Gladstone's fiscal reform of the wine trade
brought about what one contemporary aptly called the final "disestablishment"
of port.20 After more than a century and a half, the Methuen Treaty had been
turned on its head: fortified wines like port now had to pay more duty than
weaker ones, such as the unfortified wines of France. The sector went into
crisis. By 1862, port made up only 24 percent of imported wines, one third of
its market share in 1801. It did not return to the volume of 1801 until 1919.21
Inevitably, other sectors pursued port's markets. Sherry, as strong in
alcohol but less pampered diplomatically and so perhaps more entrepreneurial,
grew its status and its portion until in 1859 it surpassed port. But times were
turbulent, so dominance more transient. French wines, headed by champagne
and claret, took the lead fending off not only port and sherry, but also a
growing challenge from the other wines made newly popular since the Great
Exhibition of 1851. Meanwhile, beer and spirits, particularly India Pale Ale,
French cognac, and Irish whisky, fought their way into the more lucrative
sections of the market and, conversely, Gladstone's "single-bottle" act of 1861,
allowing grocers to sell wine, spread wine drinking to a broader public.22
When its business primarily involved a carriage trade in port, sherry, and
madeira, the wine merchant T.G. Shaw remembered, the wine business was
relatively simple. With more products and outlets, ignorance, confusion, and
inevitably duplicity spread, unleashing what a writer in the New Quarterly
Magazine described as "a wave of ill-informed and unscrupulous cheap wine
merchants bruiting the unknown wines of France." This wave broke over
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what Sandeman and his fellow shippers called paternalistically "thousands of
confiding, if indiscriminating, consumers." Fraud became a major problem;
brands, as writers in the Wine Trade Review noted in 1865, a possible
solution.23

Advertisements for "neat" and "natural" wines date back to the early
eighteenth century.24 Protesting a little too much, the claims reminds us that
alcohol products are, in fact, rarely "natural," while lines between blending,
adulteration, and falsification can be particularly fine.25 Thus, in the
nineteenth century when adulteration was endemic in the food chain, alcohol
products were particularly problematic.26 Until the 1870s, most packaged
alcohol was bottled by retailers, who had good and bad reasons for mixing
different ingredients together.27 Some sought a better product: even
scrupulous merchants tried to "mend" "damaged" beer and "weak" wines.
Some sought a quicker profit: unscrupulous merchants cut spirits with water,
substituted weak beers for strong, and diluted expensive wines with cheap
(such as the preferentially taxed Cape wines). The trade held casuistical
debates over when adding spirits, colouring, gypsum, and even sulphuric acid
counted as legitimate "mercantile blending" and when as criminal
adulteration.28 (Inexperience and incompetence, of course, could render
distinctions between good and bad intentions irrelevant.) Meanwhile, other
regions "falsified" the products of the more successful. Bogus sherry came
from Hamburg, bogus champagne from Russia, bogus ports from South
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Africa, Spain, and France, bogus cognacs from the Minories. Indeed, dreadful
"English" wines and spirits befuddled all levels of society.29 Engels noted that
ports "altogether manufactured (from spirits, dyes, etc.)" deceived the working
class. "Those who can afford to pay more are not affected," he continued. But
they were. Writers from the Times to Trollope reported that publicans
generally falsified their wines, hoteliers regularly misrepresented theirs, while
retailers mislabelled beer, diluted spirits, and "not unfrequently sen[t] wine of
lesser merit and calibre than the name it bears." Even the professionals were
misled.30
Inevitably, consumers sought warrants of reliability before purchasing,
and producers, retailers, and middlemen tried to produce them. For wine
merchants, this was difficult. In 1825, one port shipper confidentially called
them the "most rotten set in London," while a mid-century wine guide openly
announced, "No branch of trade is open to the practice of more chicanery and
fraud than that of wine dealing."31 So merchants looked for other ways to
endorse their products. Some offered money-back guarantees. Unfortunately,
these might only highlight the severity of the problem. The trade was so
unstable and wine merchants so regularly gazetted among bankrupts that by
the time the customer opened the wine, the guarantor might easily be out of
business.32 Consequently, a long established name became another kind of
warrant. "Established upwards of a century" boasted one retailer in its
advertisements; "originally established 1687" trumpeted and trumped another.
Those who could not trust to their own name or age started to use those of
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others. Some retailers, for instance, boasted of famous customers or scientific
approval. Others, particularly new enterprises, advertised the names of more
more-established suppliers. This strategy became increasingly important. If
the public would trust one name in a supply chain--be it producer's,
intermediary's, or retailer's-- then that supply chain as a whole could establish
a competitive position and the owner of the name a commanding one. Hence,
as we shall see, from the fall of port to the ascendancy of claret and
champagne, consumers, traders, courts, and legislators showed growing
interest in names, brands, and trademarks in the alcoholic beverage trade.33

In her discussion of brands, Wilkins begins with the legislators, arguing that
trademark laws provided the necessary base from which corporations could
launch modern brands and historians their enquiries.34 Laws, however, are not
always instigators.35 They often come after the fact, codifying understandings
that have developed in practice. Courts of equity often work in advance of
statutes, breaking a trail rather than following one. This would seem to be the
case with branding and trademarks.36 While there are disputes about the
relevance of cases in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, most
commentators agree that by 1810, well before trademark law was passed in
England, trademarks were squarely before the courts. From this time, cases
multiply, tying up courts, absorbing legal fees, and creating pressure for
statutory relief. Kerly's history suggests that Rodgers v. Nowill, the Jarndyce
v. Jarndyce of trademark law, lasting nearly six years (1846-1853), costing the
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plaintiff £2,211 and gaining him 40 shillings in damages "without in the end
giving him any security" increased such pressure significantly, and resulted in
the Merchandize Marks Act of 1862.37 Far from planting the seed, this and
subsequent legislation was, as a legal commentator wrote in 1876, the fruit of
the past "seventy or eighty years."38
To understand how trademarks and brands were established, then, we
need to look beyond the legislation to the case law that both preceded it and
immediately followed it. The former helped shape the writing of statutes and
the latter their interpretation. Cox's Manual of Trade-Mark Cases (1881) is a
useful window onto the reported case law and litigants of the time.39 It notes
211 cases in courts of British and U.S. jurisdiction by the end of 1862 (the
year of the Merchandize Marks Act) and a further 464 cases (to a total of 675)
by 1880. The volume indexes litigants, the trade names, and the type of
product at issue. Table 1, using Cox's index, provides a break down of those
products that were involved in five or more cases. "Medical preparations"
(essentially patent medicines), early to advertise, early to brand, and early to
court, is the clear leader with 46 cases.40 "Spirits" (whisky, brandy, gin, and
bitters) come a distant second with 25. If, however, we create the plausible
category of "alcoholic beverages" out of Cox's entries for "spirits," "beer," and
"wine," this group comes in, as the last line of table 1 shows, a much closer
second with 42 cases.41
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Table 1: Product classes with more than five
reported trademark cases in British,
colonial, and U.S. courts prior to 1881
Class
Medical Preparation

Total to
1862

Total to 1880

22

46

Spirits

2

25

Publications

8

23

Toiletries

9

22

Tobacco

0

16

11

15

Sauces

4

13

Iron

1

12

Bottles

2

10

Beer

3

9

Sewing Machine

1

8

Wine

0

8

Soap

1

7

Oil

0

6

Pens

1

6

Mineral Water

0

5

Newspapers

Alcoholic beverages
[Spirits, Beer, Wine]

42

Source: Rowland Cox, A Manual of Trade-Mark Cases,
Comprising Sebastian’s Digest of Trade-Mark Cases
(Boston, 1881)

The significance of alcoholic beverages is even more noticeable when
we look at table 2, showing the frequency with which proprietary brands went
to court. Here alcohol firms are on top. Hennessy is the most litigious. (As
the Wine Trade Review put it, "Messrs. Hennessy spare no trouble or expense
in prosecuting anyone who may infringe their brand.")42 Wolfe's Schnapps is
second.
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Table 2: Trade names involved in two or more reported trademark cases in British, colonial, and
U.S. courts before 1881
Name
Hennessy
Wolfe
Apollinaris
BBH
Collins
Day & Martin
Rodger
Taylor
Moët
Burgess
Cross
Harvey
Howe
Roberts
Worcestershire
Guinness
Amoskeag
Balm of 1,000 flowers
Bass
Beeswax
Borwick
Brand
Christy
Coe
Davis
Frese & Co
Hall
Hostetter
India Rubber Comb Co
Irving
James
Lazenby
Morison
Perry Davis
Pepper’s
Radstock
Rose & Co
Spratt
Vanity Fair

Product
Brandy
Schnapps
Water
Iron
Cast steel
Blacking
Cutlery
Thread
Champagne
Essence of anchovies
Medicine
Sauce
Sewing machine
Razors and scissors
Sauce
Beer
Cotton cloth
Medicine
Beer
Oil
Baking powder
Essence of beef
Minstrels
Superphosphate of lime
Medicine
Tea
Medicine
Bitters
Combs
Hotel
Horse blisters
Sauce
Medicine
Medicine
Oil
Coal
Lime juice
Dog biscuit
Cigarettes

Number of cases
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Source: Cox, A Manual of Trade-Mark Cases.
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Cox 's cases involving this sector include only a portion of the total
cases.43 While Cox's lists forty-two such cases in all courts under review and
twenty-five in British, Irish, and colonial courts, a far from exhaustive survey
of newspapers, law reports, and the trade press turns up fifty-nine cases in the
second group alone over the same period (see table 3) and these provide a
broader basis from which to analyze the major branding concerns of the
trade.44
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Table 3: Fifty-nine trademark cases involving alcohol firms in British, Irish, and colonial jurisdiction prior to 1881
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Year

Plaintiff

Defendant

Source

Complaint

1838

Guinness [brewer]

Porteus [“engraver”]

Times (July 5, 1838): 6

engraving fake labels

1845

Guinness

Jones [distributor]

Times (Aug 4, 1845): 8

using fake labels

1845

Guinness

Weston [distributor]

Times (Nov 21, 1845): 7

selling bogus “Guinness”

1846

Guinness

Hill [distributor]

Times (March 27, 1846): 8

imitating Guinness’s label

1846

Guinness

Whitmarsh [printer]

Times (Jun 5, 1846): 7

printing fake labels

1847

Guinness

Ulmer [“engraver”]

Cox 89; Times (Nov 12, 1847): 6

providing engraving blocks

1847

Guinness

Turner [distributor]

Times (Feb 25, 1847): 8

selling bogus “Guinness”

1847

Guinness

Hornblower [“printer”]

Times (Dec 17, 1847): 8

selling fake labels

1849

Duke de Montebello
[champagne exporter]

Gemmer [importer?]

Times (May 9, 1849): 7

selling bogus “Montebello”

1853

Allsopp [brewer]

Fraser [“wholesaler”]

Times (July 26, 1853): 8

selling bogus “Allsopp”

1853

Allsopp

Coombes [distributor] & Fraser
[“wholesaler”]

Times (Nov 26, 1853): 8; Dec 8, 1853): 8; (Dec 10,
1853): 11

selling bogus “Allsopp”

1853

Bass [brewer]

Gow [exporter]

Times (Aug. 1, 1853): 6

selling bogus “Bass”

1853

Bass

Fraser [“wholesaler”]

Times (Nov 21, 1853): 9; (Dec 8, 1853): 8; (Dec 20,
1853): 11

selling bogus “Bass”

1853

Guinness

Sutton [distributor]

Times (June 22, 1853): 7; (July 15, 1853): 7; (Aug 1,
1853): 6; (Nov 4, 1853): 9

selling bogus “Guinness”

1860

Bass

Williams [“wine and spirit
merchant”]

Times (Aug 8, 1860): 11

selling bogus “Bass”

1863

Reg

Gray & Gosling

Cox 183

using forged labels

1863

Kinahan
[distiller& retailer]

Bolton [“grocer,” Dublin]

Cox 228; Times (May 28, 1863): 12

appropriating the “LL” brand

1863

Ponsardin
[champagne exporter]

Stear [“warehouseman”]

Ridley’s (March 6, 1863): 12

possessing fake “Clicquot”

1863

Ponsardin

Victoria Dock Company
[wharfinger]

Ridley’s (March 6, 1863): 13

possessing fake “Clicquot”

1863

Ponsardin

Peto [wharfinger]; ex parte Uzielli
[importer?]

Cox 299; RR 33 (1865): 642-644

possessing fake “Clicquot”
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1864

Moët & Chandon
[champagne exporter]

Couston [“wine merchant”]

Cox 235; RR 33 (1865): 579-644; Times (May 4 1864):
13

selling fake “Moët & Chandon”

1864

Hunt [“wharfinger”]

Maniere [importer?]

Cox 239; RR 34 (1866): 157-161; Times (Dec 9, 1864):
8

refusing to release fake “Clicquot”

1866

Seixo [“wine grower”]

Provesende [“wine grower”]

Cox 256; AR 149 (1917): 529-537; Times (Feb 18,
1866): 11; (Nov 13, 1866): 11

infringing “Crown Seixo”

1866

Hudson [brewer]

Bennett [distributor?]

Cox 261

infringing Hudson’s trademark

1866

Lockwood [retailer]

Symons [port shipper’s agent]

Ridley’s (May 8, 1866): 13; Times (May 2, 1866): 11

implied warrant of a brand

1866

Bass [brewer]

unnamed [“printer & lithographer,”
Glasgow]

Times (Sept 17, 1866): 4

printing fake labels

1867

Martell
[brandy exporter]

Tucker [distributor]

Times ( July 26, 1867): 12; Aug 8, 1867): 12

misusing Martell’s labels & corks

1868-9

Bass

Dawber [distributor]

Cox 310; Times (Feb 1, 1868): 11; (Jan 22, 1869): 10

infringing Bass’s triangle
trademark

1869

Guinness

McManus [distributor]

Times (June 14, 1869): 11

selling bogus “Guinness”

1869

Hennessy
[brandy exporter]

White [distributor, Australia]

Cox 650

putting Hennessy cask (cheap)
brandy in Hennessy bottles

1869

Hennessy

Hogan [distributor, Australia]

Cox 651

putting Hennessy cask (cheap)
brandy in Hennessy bottles

1870

Guinness

Cullen [distributor]

Times (July 16, 1870): 11

infringing Guinness’s trademark

1870

Hostetter [bitters
manufacturer]

Anderson [distributor, Australia]

Cox 652

refilling Hostetter’s bottles with
other bitters

1870

Rivero [sherry exporter]

Norris & Chapline
[broker/auctioneer]

WTR (March 15, 1870): 54

misusing Rivero’s “CZ” brand

1873

Raggett
[brewer/distributor]

Findlater [brewer/retailer]

Cox 431; LR 27 (1873): 29-45

infringing “Nourishing Stout”

1874

Siegert [bitters
manufacturer]

Ehlers [agent, Trinidad]

Cox 432

imitating Siegert’s bottle wrappers

1874

Martell

Dear [“grocer”]

Times ( March 23, 1874): 13

putting Martell cask (cheap)
brandy in Martell cases

1875

Bulloch & Co [distiller]

Gray [distiller]

Cox 452; Journal of Jurisprudence 9 (1875): 218

infringing “Loch Katrine Whisky”
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1875

Bass

O’Connell [“grocer,” Dublin]

Times (Nov 18, 1875): 8

using Bass labels on other beer

1876

Banks [retailer]

Sheppard [hotelier]

WTR (Dec 15, 1876): 162

infringing “Bodega” trade mark

1876

Boule [sherry exporter]

Castells [Tarragona exporter]

WTR (March 15, 1876): 153

infringing Boule’s “POyB” brand

1877

Allsopp [brewer]

Walker [“ale and porter merchant”]

Cox 545; Times (April 11, 1877): 3

infringing Allsopp’s hand
trademark

1877

Hennessy

Cooper [distributor]

Cox 549; Times (April; 28, 1877): 13; (May 30, 1877):
10 & 13

putting Hennessy cask (cheap)
brandy in Hennessy bottles

1877

Hennessy

Joel [distributor]

WTR (March 15, 1877): 153

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Kennett [“grocer”]

Cox 556; Times (May 19, 1877): 12

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Lee [distributor]

Times (May 30, 1877): 10

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Rawlings [distributor]

Times (May 30, 1877): 10

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Rohman, Osborne [distributor]

Cox 531; WTR (Feb 15, 1877): 46

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Schwartz [distributor]

Times (May 30, 1877): 10

ditto

1877

Hennessy

White [distributor]

Times (May 30, 1877): 10

ditto

1877

Hennessy

Willett [distributor]

Times (May 30, 1877): 10

ditto

1877

Moët & Chandon

[Meadows &] Clybouw [distributor]

Cox 533; WTR (Feb 15, 1877): 46

infringing the “M&C” brand

1877-8

Moët & Chandon

Pickering [importer?]

Cox 567; Times (July 24, 1877): 11; (July 28, 1877):
11; (March 30, 1878): 11

selling bogus “Moët” champagne

1877

Ex parte Young
[bankruptcy trustee];

Re Lemon & Hart [“wine
merchant”]

Cox 537

ownership of the “LH&S”
trademark

1878

Guinness

Heap [“dealer in stout”]

Times (May 31, 1878): 10

infringing Guinness’s Harp
trademark

1878

Siegert

Findlater

Cox 591; LT 38 (1878): 349-454; Times (Jan 16, 1878):
11

contesting the “Angostura”
trademark

1878

Wolfe [distiller]

Hart [distributor, Australia]

Cox 653

imitating schnapps bottles and
labels

1878-81

Martell

Groome [“wine and spirit
merchant”]

Times (July 22, 1878): 4; (Jan 23, 1880): 4; (July 22,
1881): 4

putting adulterated brandy in
Martell bottles

1879

In re Worthington & Co
[brewer]

Cox 655; Times (Feb 25, 1879): 4

infringing Bass’s triangle
trademark
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Where possible, participants in the trials are identified by their relevant business activity; identifications in quotation marks for unfamiliar names come from the
court reports. The term distributor appears where it was not clear whether the participant was a wholesaler or retailer. Question marks indicate uncertain
identifications. Defendants pursued outside England are marked with the relevant city or country where the case was heard.
Sources: The Times; Cox, A Manual of Trade-Mark Cases [numbers refer to Cox’s case number, not the page]; Ridley’s; Charles Beavan, The Authorized Reports
of Cases in Chancery, Argued and Determined in the Rolls Court (London, 1865) [AR]; Frederick Pollock, ed., The Revised Reports Being a Republication of Such
Cases in the English Courts of Common Law and Equity, From the Year 1785 (London, 1917) [RR]; G.W. Hemming, ed., The Law Reports: Equity Cases
(London, 1874) [LR]; The Law Times Reports [LT]; Wine Trade Review (WTR).
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Table 3 suggests that the major brewers to be the early movers in legal fights
over alcohol brands.45 To control their brands, brewers pursued engravers, printers,
bottlers, distributors, and retailers, with Guinness starting the trend and Allsopp and
Bass following, though the litigious Duc de Montebello is also early to court to
protect his champagne label.46 By the 1860s, however, both spirits (Kinahan with
Irish whisky, Martell and Hennessy with Cognac, and Hostetter with bitters) and other
champagne houses (Ponsardin, the owner of the Clicquot brand, and Moët) had also
gone to court, as had the sherry firm Rivero and the port producer Baron Seixo to
protect the "CZ" and "Crown Seixo" brands respectively. The 1870s, building up to
and responding to the Registration Act of 1875, do not change this profile much. The
cognac firms, principally Hennessy but also Martell, are now the most litigious.
The final case on the list (Martell v. Groome) reminds us that these plaintiffs
were not only aggrieved but also aggressive. Martell pursed the profits of Groome
back to 1863, proving so indefatigable that Groome resorted to burning its books to
hide those profits. Champagne companies pursued third parties, dragging wharfingers
and warehousemen into court. Guinness managed to extract £65 damages from
Hornblower, a printer who made seven shillings from selling imitation labels.
Allsopp earned the defendants in Regina v. Gray and Gosling twelve years hard
labour for mislabelling. Plaintiffs marked labels surreptitiously to track their use,
deployed undercover agents to solicit fraudulent goods, and pursued defendants
around the world. It is not surprising that some of these cases were thrown out for
overstepping the bounds of entrapment and harassment.47
Though reports are terse, the cases prompt some tentative conclusions about
early contests over brands.48 First, these firms, though deeply interested and
implicated in trademarks and branding history, were not the vertically integrated
"giant enterprise" of the late nineteenth century discussed in conventional accounts.49
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Baron Seixo, at one extreme, was a Portuguese landed aristocrat, and most of the
other plaintiffs were producers or distributors whose business was, at this point,
limited in both scale and scope. Second, flirting with technological determinism,
several standard brand histories argue that producer's control over new packaging
technology was critical to deploying modern brands.50 In this sector during this
period, most packaging was done by retailers. On the contrary, then, the legal cases
suggest that producers first deployed their brands to control packaging, rather than the
other way around. And so third, most were fights not between like rivals, but along
the supply chain as people fought to control what was done in or with their name by
suppliers or clients.51 Finally, the development of brands involved a shift in power in
these supply chains away from retailers, whose names had previously dominated
marketing, towards names of or owned by producers and intermediaries. Indeed,
while there is only one retailer (Banks) among the plaintiffs, there are several among
the defendants, some clearly in the wrong, but some justly fighting for the
"downstream" end of the supply chain to resist the domination of producers and
middlemen. Fraser fought both Allsopp's and Bass's attempts to hold distributors
responsible for what happened to beer they sold in good faith. Findlater, Mackie, a
large retail chain, became involved (albeit reluctantly) in resisting Siegert's claim to
the geographical description "Angostura". And Dawber fought Bass's attempt to
enjoin its "Spanish shield" for being too close to the producer's red triangle. (The
judge could see no resemblance.)
Complaints voiced elsewhere indicate how retailers resented the increasing
aggressiveness of producers and distributors towards brands. Southard had
complained of this in 1871, well before his row with Sandeman:
There is another reason which causes depression in our Trade, and that
is the smallness of possible profits, which certainly partake more of the
nature of commission than of merchants' profits. We explain this by
the fact that our merchants by limiting their purchases to known
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brands, the names of which are circulated all over the kingdom, find
there is actually no room for a profit.52
The retailers evidently feared that as producer and distributor brands became more
prominent, they were becoming correspondingly subordinate, and many resolved to
fight back. Thus the writer and retailer Charles Tovey defied the aggressive cognac
branders. "I have," he announced in the trade press, "come to the determination to
purchase in Cognac only from those who will put my own brand upon the casks."53 A
decade later, a letter signed "Anti-Monopole" in the Wine Trade Review described a
fight with champagne firms "to advertise my own brand instead of somebody else's."
"I lately offered a well-known shipper an order for their best quality Champagne, to
bear my own name on corks and labels; need I add the order was promptly
declined?"54 So, when the consignment came in, the writer continued, "the foreign
corks were soon out, the foreign labels soon off, and my own in their places."55 The
Wine Trade Review, poised precariously between its advertisers, who were mostly
producers and distributors, and its readers, who were mostly retailers, leant gently
towards the retailer: "It is to the real merchant that whatever value which may attach
to a brand should belong, as it is he who should be responsible to the consumer for the
quality of the article supplied him."56 But the trademark cases indicate that the courts
were increasingly leaning the other way, as producers and, more contentiously,
intermediaries received protection for their names and used this to dominate their
supply chains.57

Of course, protection was not much good on its own. To be efficacious, brands had to
be projected. Hence the advertisements of the period also throw light on trends in
brands, and here, too, we see similar tensions, with power shifting from retailers
towards producers and distributors. But eventually, we also see retailers fighting
back.
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Newspaper advertising for alcoholic beverages has a long history. From 1708,
wine and brandy advertisements appeared regularly. By 1711, with the effective end
of the embargo on French wines, what must be one of the first advertising wars
developed as port fought for ascendancy over claret.58 The stamp and advertising
taxes of 1713 numbed the sector's enthusiasm, and alcohol advertising recovered its
boisterousness only towards the end of the century. Much of the early nineteenth
century alcohol advertising was aimed at the retail trade not the public, but a distinct
group of known in the trade as "advertisers," seeking retail customers through the
newspapers, developed, encouraged in particular by the reduction in advertising tax in
1831.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, beverages appeared in
advertisements described generically by region: Burton, Edinburgh, and Prestonpans
ales; French cognac, Irish whisky, Jamaica rum; Bordeaux and Cape wines,
champagne, sherry, or port, for example.59 The principal trade names on display were
those of retailers. There were exceptions, the most significant of which were in
advertisements for auctions. Advertising mostly foreign products and directed
principally at the trade, these usually provided the names of foreign producers or
exporters. Very occasionally, a retailer's advertisement seeking cachet would drop
one of these names too, but this was infrequent enough to suggest that outside the
trade and the cognoscenti, such names meant much to the public. Moreover, when
such names did appear, they were not always reliable. The trade press regularly
protested advertisements for alcohol that, either through cupidity or stupidity, made
false claims of origin.
Between the 1830s and 1850s, the period as we have seen of nascent
trademark litigation, advertisements start look distinctly different. As brewers,
precocious in the courts, pushed their names before the public, retailers' names, by
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comparison, lose significance. In the 1830s, regional breweries (Hodgson and
Abbott) appeared in the London papers, and by the 1840s the major national brands
(Bass and Allsopp from Burton-on-Trent, Guinness from Dublin) followed. As if
uncertain which carried the most force and experimenting to find out, advertisements
for beer and for spirits mixed regional, producers', intermediaries', and retailers'
names. In the more conservative wine sector, however, products remained mostly
generic.60 Sherry advertisements, also mixing retail and producer brands, were the
exception. Henekey, a fervent advertiser and retailer of "economic wines," warned
consumers against the fraud that would follow sherry's increasing popularity and then
put his name forward as a reliable warrant.61 Fearon, another regular advertiser, also
offered "Fearon's sherry."62 But names and brands of sherry exporters (Duff Gordon,
Crawley's, CZ) appeared too, as if to test whether these offered better warrants.63
(Whether these appeared with the consent or on the products of the named exporters
is still hard to judge.) Outside auctions, in the very traditional port trade,
advertisements continued to eschew the names of exporters or producers. Contrasting
the declining and the ascendant, advertisements appeared at the end of this period
offering sherry with shipper's brand names but port generically.64 Indeed, one of the
first clear cases of non-retail-branded port involved not a port firm, but, in what is
today called "brand extension," a distributor from another sector: in the 1840s, the
water company Schweppes, began to offer Schweppes port.65
The 1850s--marked by the Great Exhibition (1851) at the beginning, reduction
of advertising tax (1853) and the Paris Exhibition (with the classification of
Bordeaux's grandes crus, 1855) in the middle, and the removal of tax privileges from
Cape wines near the end--changed the character of advertising significantly. National
brewers and distillers continued to assert their brands. Kinahan, for instance,
expanded its ubiquitous "LL" whisky campaign.66 The decade had more effect on
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wines, launching unknown products from unfamiliar regions and reinforcing known
producers in the wake of the Great Exhibition. The names of the great Bordelais
chateaux of Lafitte, Latour, and Margaux achieved general currency in advertisements
as did those of the major champagne houses Clicquot, Moët, and Mumm. Sherry
exporters, too, continued to get their names in print. Finally there are signs that the
embattled port trade galvanized itself: producers' and shippers' names started to
appear, though again not necessarily with the owner's knowledge.67 Overall, the
pendulum continued to swing away from the wine merchants in this decade, though
retailers themselves seem paradoxically to have provided some of the impetus. In
search of a reliable name, it was often they who moved suppliers' names out of sale
and stock rooms and into the public eye.
Retailers also pursued less-self-effacing strategies. Some still trusted, like
"Messers Feltoe ... that their name is a sufficient guarantee for the quality."68 Others
opened new outlets, created new brands to stock them, and offered to send wine by
rail to any station in the country. Hedges & Butler opened a branch in Brighton.
Findlater, Mackie, a Dublin retailer, opened a London branch, the first link in a chain
that would extend across the city and then the country.69 Sherry retailers, meanwhile,
continued to invent names for what they bottled and sold ("Onwhyn," "Nutty," and
"Naked" sherry), and even port retailers produced "Criterion" and "Empress" brands.
In the same period, merchants for the carriage trade (such as Hedges & Butler)
increasingly joined the hitherto despised ranks of advertisers. In many ways, the
transformation in wine retailing, generally attributed to Gladstone's changes of the
1860s, was already underway in the previous decade.
Undoubtedly, though, Gladstone's changes did amplify this transformation.
Two firms that rose to prominence in the 1860s, Gilbeys and Victoria Wine, help
reveal some of the branding strategies that followed. In the 1850s, the Gilbey
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brothers had worked in Cape wines. When these lost their tax advantages, the firm
reinvented itself to supply the new, small retailers with European wines, developing a
chain of agents, much as beer producers had done in the 1840s, and offering its own
national brand ("Castle") as a warrant.70 The strategy proved dramatically successful.
Before it was a decade old, the firm was importing more wine and spirits than its
nearest rivals in both categories. Victoria Wines began similarly but its
advertisements indicate a development less direct. Its founder William Hughes had
been a wholesale merchant much like the Gilbeys. He sold wine on commission to
the trade, using the names of shippers as warrants.71 But by 1865, he had established
his "Victoria Wines" brand and by 1869 had extended this to "Victoria" ports,
sherries, clarets, and sauternes, which, much like Gilbeys' brands, could "be obtained
of all grocers." In the 1870s, however, Hughes moved from distribution into retail,
developing his own chain of retail shops to sell the Victoria branded goods. Then in
1874, his brand strategy shifted again, advertising not the Victoria brand per se, but
the names of the exporters who provided the products in Victoria shops and bottles.
These strategic shifts in branding--from shipper's to distributor's to retailer's and back
to shipper's names again--suggest, as does advertising across the century, a search in
turbulent times for the most efficacious warrant--the name on the store, the name on
the bottle, or the names of those "leading houses" whose "special contracts" with
Victoria helped validate what it sold.72
Finally, advertisements of the 1870s suggest similar experiments by retailers
more generally. Feltoe, which had previously thought its own name "sufficient" but
now with stores in London, Manchester, and Brighton, promoted its "Specialité"
range.73 Foster's, another retailer, advertised not only Foster's brandy, whisky, port,
and sherry, but also its "own... Rodenau" champagne. This kind of retail branding
seems particularly strongly developed in sherry, whose market share was slipping.
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Stapleton advertised its "Star Brand," Ward its "Mayfair," Kinlock its "Virgin,"
"Perfection," and "Catalan" ("our registered trade mark"), and Bowen and McKenzie
its "Royal Victoria." Hedges & Butler, having advertised Gordon's sherry since the
early fifties, returned sherry to the generic category in the 1870s, allowing its own
name to sell the wine.74
The trends in advertising echo those in the courts. Having begun the century
as the principal name associated with retail alcoholic beverages, retailers were forced
to explore in different degrees (and with different degrees of success) the strategies
shown by Victoria: some favoured their own trade name, some minted brand new
brands, some promoted the increasingly well-known names of producers and
suppliers, and some tried all three.75 By 1880, the result of such experiments was
essentially that strong retailers advertised their own names and brands, and in turn
rendered those of their suppliers more or less invisible. Conversely, weak retailers,
found their names increasingly insignificant beside those of strong producers and
distributors, whose names dominated in particular markets and products. Pace Iago,
in this trade losing your name and your purse were probably not independent.
Products "to be obtained of all wine merchants" made the latter interchangeable in the
customer's eye. Products branded by merchants or distributors, however, had much
the same effect on suppliers. Anonymous suppliers could be switched at will--and
were.76

So far we have seen alcoholic beverage firms manage brands through courts and
advertising. Both could lead to direct and costly clashes between producers,
distributors, and retailers. An examination of the port shipper Sandeman's books
suggests, however, that some firms managed their brands in less confrontational ways,
exploring like the Gilbeys and Victoria different strategies and learning from such
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explorations to segment the market, subordinating their name in niches where they
were weak and asserting it where they were strong.
Branding, as the physical act of marking a container, came naturally to wine
shippers, who had long forged iron brands to mark their casks, generally putting their
own mark at one end and that of the recipient on the other. At least by the end of the
eighteenth century, however, port shippers were aware that these marks were more
than addresses on wooden envelopes. As Shaw noted (and retailers complained), such
brands had "magical" properties: their addition could add fifty percent to the value of
wine.77 Consequently, shippers started to control of their brands with care, learning
when and as importantly when not to use them. Buying out an old partner in 1793, a
port exporter stipulated that they might have a share of the old partnership's wine but
"they shall not make use of the brand mark."78 Firms also took brands off their cheap
wine, lest the association damage that magic. An exporter's trade circular of 1840
offered: "Good cheap wine without our brand mark, £26 and under."79
The records of Sandeman, a name which appears early and then regularly in
retail advertisements for port, show an exporter developing its brand tactics. The firm
began exporting from Porto in 1814 using one mark. In the 1840s, it reserved this
mark for quality wine, introducing another for its cheap wines. In the 1850s, it
introduced a third brand for shipments to New York and used no brand on
consignments to Russia. In the 1860s, it bought large amounts of Baron Seixo's best
wine, subject of the much cited trademark case noted above. But famous, imitated,
and advertised though this brand was, Sandeman do not appear to have alluded to it,
sending the wine to England under its own brand instead. In the 1870s, aware no
doubt that retailer advertisements had helped establish its name as a mark of quality,
Sandeman began bottling wine under its brand in London.80 By the 1880s, its own
brand were significant enough that the firm advertised to clarify the "Style and Brands
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of their various Houses" (which dealt in lisbon, sherry, and madeira as well as port)
while it publicly disowned wine with which its name had been associated. And, as we
have seen, it protested against actions like Southard's and Kopke's.81
Yet, more like Hughes than the Gilbeys, Sandeman did not follow a linear
progress. During this period, the firm also experimented with others' names.
Normally, it shipped wine under its own brand to merchants like Fearon and Hedges
& Butler or to distributors like Schweppes. As we have seen, however, the retailers
generally put their own name and not the shipper's on what they advertised and sold.
In the 1850s, apparently accepting demands like those Tovey unsuccessfully made of
brandy merchants (see above), Sandeman removed its own name entirely from
consignments in favour of those of particularly important customers. In the following
decade, Sandeman took this practice even further. From 1864, it began shipping
consignments to the firm of Garrard with the brand "shipped by George Garrard,
Oporto." That relationship ended in 1870, but soon after, Sandeman did the same for
the Gilbeys, for whom it shipped relatively low-priced wine under the brand "Gilbey,
Oporto."82 So just as the identity of a shipper was becoming a particularly useful
warrant for the public, Sandeman's reaction appears to have been not to promote its
own identity as such, but self-effacingly, to help create a competing identity for one of
its customers.
While it is difficult to understand complex motives from the dry records of
invoices, it may be that Sandeman discovered that, among the contending forces
shaping a brand strategy, there was more than one possible equilibrium. On one side,
lay powerful customers who wanted to promote their own name, not Sandeman's. On
the other, lay Sandeman's interest in exploiting the immanent power of its own brand
with consumers. The strategy that developed ultimately took advantage of both. With
high-end retailers, Sandeman built a long relationship, selling high-priced, quality
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wines. Although this was principally a self-effacing strategy, one benefit was that,
when they looked for additional warrants, retailers like Hedges & Butler, Thomas
Nunn, William Lee, and others began put Sandeman's name in their advertisements
for quality wine. With its profile thus raised, Sandeman could begin bottling,
labelling, and distributing high-quality wine in London under its own, now recognized
name. From 1860 on, however, the new outlets offered another avenue for growth in
the cheaper wine market. Association with "grocer's port," however, might have
endangered Sandeman's developing reputation for quality. Here, after a brief
experiment with Garrard, Gilbeys came to the rescue. By using its own name and
erasing Sandeman's, Gilbey provided the exporter with relatively risk-free access to
the new, unfamiliar, single-bottle retail outlets. In return, Sandeman helped Gilbeys
lay claim to a valuable Oporto identity. By the 1880s, Sandeman appears to have had
sufficient confidence in its own brands to assert those forcefully and shed the
relationship with Gilbey. That, of course, is just when Southard and Kopke's actions
threatened the integrity of exporters' port brands. Hence, no doubt, the aggression in
Sandeman's response.

In developing a brand this way, Sandeman benefited as much from unintended
consequences of Hedges & Butler's, Garrard's, and Gilbeys' actions as from its own
foresight. Indeed, brands in alcohol, both generally and particularly, seem to have
arisen from the interplay of different interests and pressures rather than the actions of
individual entrepreneurs such as Josiah Wedgewood, Henry Heinz, or Marshall Field.
"Entrepreneurial" accounts tend to overlook, in particular, the role of consumers, so
often portrayed as only reacting to the purposeful actions of firms. Yet, in accounting
for "consumer society," it seems odd to paint the consumer as passive. That seems
particularly inappropriate with brand and trademarks, where the case law developed
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not in defence of a brander's property right, but in defence of the consumer's right not
to be deceived. What retailers could and could not do with their names and marks
turned very much on what consumers made of them. In fact, the record suggests that
in making sense of marks, consumers were very much making brands.
That brands develop out of such sense-making is evident, for example, in the
wine supply chain, where importers regularly attributed meaning to brands applied by
exporters for other purposes.83 Ridley's, for instance, sought to decode Martinez
Gassiot's marks for its readers, concluding that "'<><><><>-grape,' [is] currently their
'highest mark', though the highest used to be '<><><>-grape,'" and on another
occasion, that one company's "mark B in a triangle is well known to represent their
commonest Wine." In a similar vein, the Wine Trade Review, discussing the case of
Rivero v. Norris & Chapline, reported that Rivero "had been in the habit of shipping
to his agents ... wines of a very superior quality, in casks branded CZ. Under this
brand such wines had become well known in the market."84
The almost accidental connection between the shipper's notation and its
interpretation and use in the marketplace reflected in that phrase "had become well
known"--suggesting that "reader response" was as important as "authorial intention"
with these texts--also turns up in the court cases. Though it is reasonable to suppose
that the plaintiffs in these cases were particularly aggressive and self-promotional,
their own testimony suggests that the "first mover" in brand creation may have been
their customers. Kinahan, for example, was a constant promoter of its "LL" brand.
Yet when it went to court to prevent the grocer Bolton from infringing, it
acknowledged that this mark initially arose when the Duke of Richmond, a customer
and the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, "gave directions that a vat [of Kinahan's whisky]
should be set apart for him, with the letters 'LL' and a ducal coronet painted thereon."
In the case of "Crown Seixo" (this one involving a Baronial crown), a larger customer
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base is involved. Here the plea notes that Baron Seixo used to stamp "the side of the
casks, at or near the bung, with his coronet [and] the word 'Seixo'." "The plaintiff's
wine," the report goes on, "obtained celebrity in the London market [and] acquired the
name of 'Crown Seixo wine'." So the very brand that the Baron defended in court was
perhaps not his entrepreneurial coinage. The wine appears to have acquired its name
in the market. The Baron's astute intervention was to respond to that coinage, not to
initiate it. That the brand grew this way evidently did not damage the Baron's case in
court.
That this inversion of standard accounts was unexceptional to the
entrepreneurs of the day is further suggested in the cases of Bulloch v. Gray and
Siegert v. Findlater. The former involves the name "Loch Katrine Whisky." Both
parties claimed the right to the term. Bulloch rested its case on the claim that once it
announced that it used Loch Katrine in production the whisky "was from that time
frequently called ... 'Loch Katrine' by their travellers and customers . . . although it
was not so called in their advertisement-books, invoices, or orders."85 Though neither
party prevailed, Bulloch clearly saw it as no impediment to its claim that the brand
name was the product of its customers and not of the firm itself. Through the court, it
sought to appropriate was what was said in the marketplace, not to defend what was
written in its books. Similarly, in Siegert v. Findlater, Siegert laid claim to the term
"Angostura," because, after "the introduction [of the bitters] into England in 1863 the
name 'Angostura Bitters' was used for many years as descriptive of them." Again, it is
acknowledged that "the plaintiffs themselves never adopted the name," but only that
"from the time of their introduction in 1863 down to the present time the popular
name of the plaintiffs' bitters in this country has been 'Angostura bitters'" and again
that this was the term "used by the public to describe the plaintiff's goods." Siegert
had merely "adopted the name ... which the public had given the bitters before."86
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Indeed, all agreed that Meinhard, the rival manufacturer, had been the first of the two
contestants to put "Angostura" on a product, but popular use (rather than Meinhard's
entrepreneurial action) was allowed to trump such precedence. Indeed, even though
Meinhard had entered the words "Angostura bitters" at Stationers' Hall before the
plaintiff, the judge concluded, "so far as England is concerned, the term 'Angostura
bitters' means a bitter of the kind that is made by the plaintiffs."87
Rather than being the creation of entrepreneurs that are then thrust before the
passive consumer, at least some brands appear, like "Crown Seixo" or "Angostura," in
fact to be more the productions of consumers that are then appropriated and fought
over by producers and distributors.88 Once a term had acquired specific meaning in
the marketplace (as the courts decided had not happened in the case of "Nutritious
stout" but had with "seixo" [stony] port and with "Bodega" wine stores), then
entrepreneurs might make claims of ownership and develop strategy, but in some
significant early cases at least, the process did not begin with the entrepreneurs. If,
then, we want to understand the development either of individual brands or of
"modern branding" as a practice, we need to look not just at the part of the
communication cycle that leads from producers to relatively passive consumers, but
also at the less-noticed part that begins with active consumers and travels back in the
other direction.

This essay has sought to extend the history of modern brands, which the literature
generally assumes arose in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century as a result
of entrepreneurial action by vertically integrated firms. Public debates, court reports,
newspaper advertising, and business records suggest that even the conservative wine
trade was deeply engaged in branding practices before this period. Moreover, the
alcoholic beverage trade more generally suggests that it was not large, vertically
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integrated firms, but relatively small disaggregated ones that played a critical, early
part in this development (though several of the firms discussed here such as Bass,
Guinness, Sandeman, Moët, and Hennessy, helped no doubt by the brands they had
built, went on to become large, integrated firms). Moreover, this trade also suggests
that consumers played an active part in developing brands.
Modifying the history of brands suggests modifying the theory. Standard
theories portray brands as weapons brandished between similar firms, between
Guinness and Bass, for example. Yet the fight with Southard described above
suggests something rather different. As correspondents in the fracas noted, port firms
that normally competed were collaborating with one another. Their competition, in
this instance, was a broker, with whom, given its position in the supply chain, they
would normally collaborate.89 The court reports and advertising campaigns similarly
suggest that firms used their brands to discipline partners in disaggregated supply
chains more than to fight conventional rivals. Guinness did not go to court to restrain
other brewers. It went to restrain printers, bottlers, wholesalers, and retailers.90
The disaggregated supply lines of the nineteenth century, though predicated on
cooperation, appear then to have been rife with tensions. Indeed, brands aside,
contemporary oenologists suggested that even the brandy in port could be explained
in terms of these tensions.91 Brandy, one account argued, made the wine more stable
for transportation. This allowed producers, exporters, and distributors to shift not just
the wine but more importantly the significant costs of storage and aging down the
supply chain.92 Brands didn't so much shift cost as power. The firm that could brand
the chain could control it (and then shift costs onto and extract rents from weaker
links). Hence we see attempts from Seixo in the Douro, to Sandeman in Oporto, to
Gilbey in London, to Hedges and Butler on the high street to make their name the
name that counts.93 In different chains, different positions--producer, intermediary, or
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retailer--proved better at creating brands. Increasingly, exporters branded expensive
alcohol products, distributors and retailers, cheaper ones. Today, something very
similar happens. Producers and distributors find it makes sense to supply alcohol not
only under their own name, but also anonymously to be bottled by retailers as "buyers
own brands."94
In sum, as well as asking "when and why" brands occur (Wilkins's questions),
it can be illuminating to ask "by whom" and "where" in the supply chain. Tracing the
"why," as Wilkins does, only to the era of the large Chandlerian firm makes these
questions hard to understand, for vertical integration absorbs the chain. Locating
brands in earlier, distributed chains, by contrast, bring the struggles and the question
of "where" back to light and changes the account of "why." Recent work has
suggested that similar struggles are evident in modern, disaggregated chains-struggles that have been aptly called "vertical competitions." Consequently, brands
may come to play in the supply chains future a role similar to that they played in the
past.95
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